Draft Work Programme n°3
January-June 2022
Guiding theme: “Bringing the Alliance forward on the international stage”
Chaired by: CNRS/Sorbonne Université

1. Priority: Heighten face-to-face engagement and exchanges with Science Diplomacy
communities around Alliance topics and actions
Looking outward, the topical work and potential of the Alliance should be brought to the
attention of interested stakeholders. Looking inward, now that an internal communication
culture has been established, personal acquaintance should be facilitated (to the extent
possible under pandemic conditions). To complement the Alliance’s ongoing strong digital
presence and continuing visits and meetings, the French chairs offer the platform of the two
InsSciDE Open Conferences1 taking place in the first semester of 2022. Furthermore, Alliance
members are requested to propose opportunities for interaction – events, important
contacts, media channels – which will be collated and considered.
What?
InsSciDE Open Conference LISBON, “SD,
diversities and Global South”.
This topical focus can shape consideration of
Alliance outreach, and help the Alliance to
highlight particular SD challenges for the EU.
https://insscide.diplomats.pl/event/insscideopen-conference-in-lisbon/
InsSciDE Concluding Conference PARIS –
labelled by the French MFA as an EU
Presidency event.
(table continued below)
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Who?
InsSciDE Project will
call for Alliance
submissions.

When?
23/03/2022
(Day 2 of 3-day
Open Conference)

+ self-funded Alliance
dinner meeting after
scientific session?
InsSciDE Project
devotes ½ day plus
networking lunch
period to these
Alliance workshops,

Morning of
23/06/2022
(Day 2 of 3-day
Open Conference)

Alliance members will be responsible for their own costs in principle. No conference fee is charged. A
certificate of participation in the official Alliance sessions/Open Conference is delivered.
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Five workshops were proposed in order to
obtain this label: Innovation &
Technoscience Diplomacy; Space Diplomacy;
Environmental Diplomacy; SD Education &
Training; SD Communication. A structured
task will be proposed so that all workshops
can then report in plenary and add to the
Alliance’s future progress.

open to selfregistered and invited
stakeholders
(practitioners,
experts, academics…)

Space can be made available for other WG
meetings (over lunch, etc.).
https://insscide.diplomats.pl/event/insscideopen-conference-in-paris/
2. Priority: Deepen topical reflection and support Working Group progress
In this second year the Working Groups (WG) must continue their internal reflection and
development at their own pace. At Alliance level we can seek to support progress by
reviewing together the general profile of activities, identifying any gaps and encouraging
synergies. We may also pinpoint new external demands that Alliance members find pertinent
to address, including opportunities or requests coming from global networking partners and
advisory partners.
What?
Brief internal survey (WG activities, aims,
proposals, membership…)
Informal checks with WG leaders
Stocktaking in face-to-face (or remote)
meeting

Who?
CNRS, other

When?
February 2022

CNRS, other
All interested

Ongoing
See meeting
proposals above

3. Priority: Consolidating Alliance policy and practices
With a full year of experience, we can take stock of our procedures and finetune our policy,
in the goal of both achieving Alliance objectives and maintaining a sustainable task load for
chairs and media managers. The governance structure Trio of Chairs will be adjusted with an
eye to including and supporting the next institutions in line to chair. This priority forms a
continuity with the 2021 activities of the Trio of Chairs to develop and shape the Alliance.
What?
“Trio” meetings (remote)

Who?
CNRS, DLR, VUB
Others by invitation
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When?
Periodically

